
Please read all instructions prior to installation and keep for future reference!
1. Product to be installed by a qualied electrician.
2. Prior to installation ensure power is off at fuse box to prevent electrical shock.
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Matrix Plus Dynamic White - Installation Instructions

1

1.1

2

1.1 Clean the area thoroughly from any dust and or adhesive residue where 
       the Matrix will be installed. Reference the sample layout on page 3 for 
       additional information.

1.2 Remove the paper backing from the Matrix. Carefully stick onto the  
       surface firmly. Make sure there are no air bubbles or ripples that can cause 
       irregularities and affect from sticking on correctly. If adhesive not sticking 
       well to the surface. Reference step 4 to use mounting hardware 
       (not included).

Note: Matrix can be cut along the dashed lines to configure into 
varies configurations. Reference step 2 for additional information.

Note: When removing the backing & placing the Matrix to the 
surface, avoid any ripples. As shown in FIG.1.

CORRECT

NOT CORRECT

Matrix Plus Matrix Mini Plus
Matrix Plus Scissors 

or shears

1.2

Matrix Plus configurations

Matrix Mini Plus configurations

Matrix Plus & Matrix Mini Plus used togther 

Note: Matrix Plus & Matrix Mini Plus can be installed in multiple configuration. 1 male adapter must be connected from 1 section to 
the next to work properly.

male 
adapter

FIG.1

2.1
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3

4

3.1 Connect the power feed wire into the one of the female/male connectors that is soldered on the Matrix. By sliding  
       and then pushing completing into the connector. Secure by placing clip (CL -1) over the connector and secure using 
       the two screws. Reference diagram below for more details.

- Cool 
  white

- Warm 
  white 

+ 24VDC 

OPTIONAL: There are 2 additional mounting options, when the adhesive tape is not sticking on to the surface properly. The first and easier solution is to use 
push-pins. Only can be used in the areas on the board outlined with a push-pin illustration. The second is to use #0 screw size with an electrical insulating 
polypropylene plastic washer 0.065’’ID, 0.188’’ OD. Insert the screw/washer through the Matrix Plus mounting holes to secure Matrix properly to surface.

Matrix Plus

Matrix Plus DW power feed 
(part#PF-FC-72-DW-WH )

 If Matrix has a male end, carefully 
remove the provided 3-pin connector 
from the Matrix power feed 
connector. Align Matrix power feed 
connector with male end of Matrix 
and push-in to secure connection. 

 Matrix power feed connector 
can be installed in any 
orientation concerning 
polarity since the center pin is 
positive and the two outer 
pins are negative. 

Place the clip (CL -1) over the 
connector to secure in place 

power feed 

push-pin 

Align Matrix power feed 
connector pins with female 
end of Matrix and push-in 
to secure connection. 

Matrix Plus

screw & 
washer 

Please read all instructions prior to installation and keep for future reference!
1. Product to be installed by a qualied electrician.
2. Prior to installation ensure power is off at fuse box to prevent electrical shock.
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6

power supply power supply

24V DC

Matrix

24V DC

power supply power supply

Matrix Matrix

power supply power supply

power supplies at the end of run power supplies in the middle of the run consecutive layout, 
NOT RECOMMENDED

Multiple powerfeed variation:

Please read all instructions prior to installation and keep for future reference!
1. Product to be installed by a qualied electrician.
2. Prior to installation ensure power is off at fuse box to prevent electrical shock.
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1" minimum 
depth

3/4" hole

surface

Matrix Plus DW

every
8"

5 SAMPLE LAYOUT: Refer to specifications below when 
installing the Matrix into an enclosed area. 

   - enclosure must have minimum of 1" depth, from where 
     the matrix is installed. 

   - 3/4" holes must be made every 8" on the sides of 
     surface. 

5.1



Wiring Diagrams

PRIMARY
24VDC 
INPUT

SECONDARY
+
-

+
-

WW
R

+
-

CW
G

+
-

WW
B

+
-

CW
W

+
-

RGBW receiver:
 RGBW-RC-R 

24VDC 
OUTPUT

+

-

Wireless
ControllerOperations to controller

1. Press the learning key on the receiver, then push the rotary button. Once successfully learn, 
    the LED lights will blink on the receiver. Do the same for the other receivers if you use them, 
    you can add as many optional receivers as you want.

 Short press once the rotary button to switch on/off. Adjust dim brightness by the rotary 2.
    button from left to right 0.1 - 100%. Adjust dim brightness by the rotary button from right to 
    left 0.1 - 100%. Long press rotary button, the light will be 100% brightness

    Double click rotary button, it will enter into dimming color temperature mode, dim 
    WW & CW associatively, for example if WW is 70%, CW is 30%. Double click 
    again, will enter into dimming  brightness mode.

Reference manufacture labels,
when connecting to controller.
To make sure the correct color 

temperature is getting connected

-  PSDMX-3X96-24 power supplyusing

R G BW

Input
120-277V AC

D1

D2

D3

DMX 
IN

DMX 
OUT

+ - sh
ie
ld

n/
a

Power Supply: PSDMX-3X96-24 
Controller

- + D- D+ G

to Controller 
power supply

DMX cables
(For DMX cable, use Belden 

9829, 9842 or CAT5 shielded twisted 
pair cabling or equivalent) 

to the next 
power supply!

n/
a

+2
4

V
D
C

Reference manufacture labels,
when connecting to controller.
To make sure the correct color 

temperature is getting connected

+

Line 
Neutral 
Ground 

-
+ D-

D+
G

- using PSV-XX-24-U2ND-XX power supply & RGBW -RC-R receiver

+

Line 
Neutral 

Input
120-277V AC

Power Supply: 
PSV-XX-24-U2ND-XX
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1. Product to be installed by a qualied electrician.
2. Prior to installation ensure power is off at fuse box to prevent electrical shock.
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+

+

Matrix Plus DW 

Matrix Plus DW 



Wiring Diagrams

-  PS010WD-96-24 power supplyusing

- using PSV-XX-24-U2ND-XX power supply & DDMX-RGBW decoder

gray-

purple+

Vin1-
black

Vin1+
red

warm+
yellow

warm-
blue

cool-
blue

cool+
yellow

Vin2-
black

Vin2+
red

-
+

SLD-DIM-TW
Tunable white LED PWM dimming module

Dimming range: 0-100%
0/1-10V control, 0/1V=0% light output

10V=100% light output
PWM Output to LED Modules (8-48V PWM, 1K Hz)

For use with Class 2 DC LED Driver only

connect 
to 24VDC

connect to 0-10V
controller wires

LED Driver 96W max

PS010WD-96-24 power supply

red
-      +

green
-      +

blue
-      +

yellow
-      +

input
+      -

GND
+      -

D1+D1-D2+D2-

DECODER

Matrix Plus DW 

+

Reference manufacture labels,
when connecting to controller.
To make sure the correct color 

temperature is getting connected

gray-

purple+

Line 
Neutral 

Ground 

Line 
Neutral 24VDC 

OUTPUT
Input
120-277V AC

D-
D+
G

DMX cables
(For DMX cable, use Belden 

9829, 9842 or CAT5 shielded twisted 
pair cabling or equivalent) 

To controller 
PSV-XX-24-U2ND-XX power supply

Reference manufacture labels,
when connecting to controller.
To make sure the correct color 

temperature is getting connected

Please read all instructions prior to installation and keep for future reference!
1. Product to be installed by a qualied electrician.
2. Prior to installation ensure power is off at fuse box to prevent electrical shock.
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